
We all live in a fantastic World of illusions – Maya – which ones are extremely important due very few in-
dividuals would support or even face THE GREATER REALITY. By addressing illusion thematics we merely
refer to a TRUTH interpretation or a version of it that can be further expanded, modified, accepted and ac-
knowledge by most people from any specific Ethnics without absolutely no damage to their inner consistence.

Thus, before any further progress, just take note that we shall understand and yet fully comprehend Na-
ture and Mankind as complementary parts of a giant LIFE MIRACLE! Due the CREATOR ‘sleeps’ at stones,
‘dreams’ at plants’, ‘awakens’ at animals and do ‘reveal’ HIMSELF completely at Men. Another common
symbolism refers to Onion Petals and each petal represents a cover leaf camouflaging the Inner Core!

Thus, a open mind reader shall face several religious tales that in spite of being considered conflictions,
all of them derives from the very same Primordial Essence and altogether from the same Divine Origins.

Since ancient times all Traditions of all tribes and nations in every country and continent from all epochs,
continuously camouflage TRUTH under hermetic emblems, symbols, allegories, metaphors and holy tales.

Therefore, accordingly to each Ethnics habits, uses, environment and neighborhood, each Tradition as-
sumed an adequate ‘dressing’ to their epoch. All these cares were taken in order to avoid that a Tribe, Na-
tion, etc., could trace identities with other Ethnics Traditions and eventually could abandon his religion,
betraying her chiefs, her priests and their people. Thus, specific religious veils based on their own sagas were
drawn in spite of being apparently different, whereas in reality all of the do report to the same theme as-
suring that each Ethnic was the only one chosen by God to be saved, be it Quetzalcoatl, Manitu, Allah,
Adonai, Brahma, Buddha, God, Krishna, Thor, etc.

We shall start by cross referencing analytically, energetically and imagerial all Traditions since the an-
cient through the present ones, yet not pretending in no way to reach the early cause that can be a lot more
impacting and splendorous.

We all know today that in order to make a Lamp glow it is necessary to connect it to two wires be them
conducting DC [Direct Current: battery] or AC [Alternating Current: household power] as both exhibits op-
posite polarities in any given instant, thus allowing electricity to flow through the incandescent Lamp or
through the semiconductor [Led] allowing it to GLOW: LIGHT: WISDOM.

This is the basic religious principle: to congregate people in a highly energetic mind activated place –
Temple: a Sacred Geometry structure – where both gender individuals conducted by a Priest yet separated
by a central corridor and united in a single yet powerful Mind Desire: Holy [Mind] Communion – Co-
munione – Like One We all shall Behave: the Shoal – do establish a Powerful Mind Current that
‘GLOWS’ lighting all attendants in their prayers and hopes with the UNCORRUPTIBLE WISDOM LIGHT!

Whereas WISDOM roughly understood as a DIVINE BLISS in reality refers to the UNCORRUPTIBLE UNI-
VERSAL CONSCIENCE or DIVINE CONSCIENCE that permeates all Universe and for that reason it is not
considered as a sole Earth Asset. Altogether as a CONSCIENCE it cannot make presence on directly interfere
at Life, only through Humans, yet eventually only Men – but not every Man – could stablish a direct connec-
tion albeit temporary at an energetic place – Temple – with the UNCORRUPTIBLE UNIVERSAL CONSCIENCE. 

Electricity wasn’t available 120 years back and earlier, thus Sages before XX Century had to rely on avail-
able symbolisms at their epochs. Also Ancient Sages didn’t know bacteria & micro-organisms and their out-
come [the known references was pests, plagues, etc. – living close to the Desert – with no water or waste
water plumbing and treatment while to wash your hands and ...!]. Obviously no DNA knowledge and Human
Genome as well associated with the unknown disastrous consequences of a family marriage consanguinity.

Yet everyone knows Blood, and if for any reason it leaked from a Body, His/Her Life shall also follow it thus
resulting in some religions a fake ‘understanding’ that it was the ‘soul’ of a person.
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But every Tradition knows a ‘coagulated’ Blood: it is a natural phenomenon that a liquid and energetic
flow which one carries oxygen & nutrients to all Body organs that when exposed to free air oxidation ex-
hibits a solidification; while this knowledge – energy: nutrients – both past Priests and devotees had never
reached. Altogether to infer that ‘Blood’ or all We are ‘coagulated’ UNIVERSE ENERGY and according to
the ‘coagulation’ date, place and hour each one of us would receive an individual evolutive vehicle [Body]
with some problems it would be an immense rampage.

From this standpoint it would disappear all sins derived from a bad or good behavior from ‘past lifes’, yet
remaining all those triggered at this life and/or believed to come from the unknown ‘designs’ of GOD: some
rich and some poor, some healthy while others sick/disabled, etc.

Another cross reference ‘complication’ arouses when we apply the present knowledge that each Body
organ owns an individual ‘conscience’ as even people with ‘brain death’ – without the Main Conscience –
can be kept live albeit as an vegetable providing Blood continues to flow carrying nutrients and oxygen.

All Traditions do refer to a Sole Creator of everything [Universe & Nature] and everybody [Mankind] –
without any exception all of them do guarantees that HE doesn’t belong to this World, albeit HE went here
to create! Compare with the UNCORRUPTIBLE UNIVERSAL CONSCIENCE concept.

Let’s check what Ancient Sumerians, Assyrians and Babylonian Sages did observed at night fall Sky:

At their epoch telescopes didn’t exist so visually Moon and Sun appeared to have the same size and as
Mercury and Venus – the closest Planets to the Sun and always following it’s orbit travel – do have the re-
sponsibility to brought the Life granted by the Sun – a Venus task – handled through the Moon as also to
retrieve those that Grew Their Conscience enough to return to the Sun [Sol Oriens] – a Mercury Task.

This is how the Return Symbol: Mercury was idealized. The Moon orbit always cross the sunset sky
above the Sun orbit thereby the Crescent [Virgin] Moon is the only one close enough to the Creator Sun [Sol
Oriens] in order to hold it [Holy Ghost] at Her Holy Wombs, while Earth where Life explodes is repre-
sented by the Evolutive Cross with Four Arms: 4 Moon Phases, 4 Elements: Fire [Sun], Air [Holy Ghost],
Water [Moon] and Earth [Mineral Kingdom] and the 4 Cardinal Directions: North, South, East and West.

Also the INRI distich emblematically apposed at Christ Cross means in Hebraic: I = Y: Yam [Water], N:
Nour [Fire], R: Ruach [Air] e I = Y: Yebeshas [Earth] and not the current version about it.
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And the Life ‘donation’ Symbol: Venus – the Egyptian Ansata Cross – only differs from the Mercury Sym-
bol by the absence of the Wisdom ‘Horns’ as Michelangelo portrayed Moses at his famous marble statue.
Mercury, the Messenger of Gods is also known as the Greek God Hermes and as the Egyptian God Thot.

This is the fulcrum to not have female gender
priests due women albeit Sages at Earth Life
Mysteries cannot ever afford to reach the Divine
Domain a fact that is not a demerit due with-
out them Gods would never ‘incarnate’.

On the other side this also do not mean that
Men are Gods yet they are the ones [rare, not
every Men] that can cognitively touch the Di-
vine Conscience. The Divine Completion can
only be reached in a orgasmic flesh union be-
tween both genders [opposite polarities of the
Lower Ego] providing a Child is generated.

This is the same result – Egregore – granted
by the Higher Ego in a Mercury Templar Rite, as
every Temple is a female gender – see page 7/7.

Let’s confer now why every monotheist religion decided that in order to better conduct Mankind would
be to consider the Lower Ego the ‘Horned’ Satan – the ‘evil’ daemon – in such a way that ‘children’ of all
ages attending service at religious Temples do not attempt or try to experiment whatsoever are out of their
reach by swapping the Crescent Moon Wisdom ‘Horns’ by the Round Sol Oriens: The Higher Ego.

We do have the Egyptian Tradition [Amon-Ra is a underworld God; God Osiris after being slaughtered
by the underworld God Seti and his 72 aides had all his flesh and organs fragments spreaded along the Equa-
tor and after His wife Goddess Isis succeeded in collecting all His body parts and reshaped again His Holy Dead
Body she did make sex with the Osiris corpse without the Phallus thus given birth to Horus] and the Chris-
tian Tradition [The Holy Ghost fertilizes the Virgin Mary given birth to Christ] we all do compound the Cells
of the Uncorruptible Divine Conscience with some of us behaving as independent body organs while oth-
ers do behave coordinately as our members conveniently instructed by our eyes, ears, nose and mouth com-
manded by the twin brain hemispheres that reassembles the Crescent Moon.

One should recall that with images is very
difficult if not impossible to tergiversate!
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Therefore, there are an vast array of research and field studies in order to allow all of us to individually
progress as Divine Beings as we all are Cells that belongs to a very specific Ethnic Patriarch, while most
of us could not even recognize the learning process path while others do take care of the ‘cattle’ raising how-
ever not quite well understood.

Celtic Helm portraying
Crescent Moon ‘Horns’

African Ritual Mask
exhibiting Crescent

Moon ‘Horns’ Esparta Warrior ex-
hibiting Crescent

Moon ‘Horns’ 

Inca Ritual Mask exhibiting
stylized Crescent Moon

‘Horns

Islam Symbol:
Crescent Moon

Persian Bas-relief showing King
Shapur wearing a Crown that

exhibits stylized Crescent Moon
‘Horns

Pharao statue ex-
hibiting Crescent

Moon ‘Horns’ 

Sumerian Patriarch
Enoch exhibiting
Crescent Moon

‘Horns’ 

Viking Helm portrays
Crescent Moon ‘Horns

Ocidental Royal Crown:
exhibiting stylized

Crescent Moon ‘Horns’

The Thorns Crown do
also exhibits stylized

Crescent Moon
‘Horns
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From now on it is possible to also realize that Abel is the Sun due He ‘warms’ and ‘lights’ not only the
‘good people’ but also the ‘evil ones’ – a real ‘paradox’ – and for this reason eventually He is eclipsed [killed];
Caim is the Moon as He only ‘pampers’ those who deserve it: His Ethnic Family to receive the Sun Bliss; and
Seth is Earth due He is also Just and Righteous as everything realized and performed at it shall be equani-
mous divided through the Good Path and the Evil Path as well sustaining the Creator Intent [Sol Oriens].

This equanimous posture derives from a Experimental Physics Law: The 3rd Newton’s Law that states:
“To every action do corresponds another one with the same intensity but on a contrary sense”
which obliges Responsible Men to only perform the Just and Righteous in order to minimize side effects.

Altogether being the Moon exclusively dedicated to Her Family due She is a Life Giver by feeding and
sustaining it, she is also who takes their Life Back: the 4 Moon phases! Presently we all are at the [Moon]
Indian Goddess Kali Yuga Era – the one that devours their children!

It is also noteworthy to recall that monotheists Traditions states that the Baby-
lonian, Sumerian and Assyrian Traditions, did represent the ‘Great Prostitute’.

Monotheists Traditions do report to a Virgin be she Egyptian, Hebraic or Christian
or to the 72 Qu’ran Virgins. Yet there is no conceptual difference between the
Sumerian ‘Great Prostitute’ and the array of Virgins that follow due as it reports to
a single Goddess Inanna available in order to permit Gods incarnation, while all oth-
ers refers to a single Virgin pertaining to each Ethnics and this care has a reasoning:

We all know what might happen when women are promiscuous: no one can as-
sure who is the children’s ‘father’ – sexual diseases and pests are spreaded [AIDS,
Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Leprosy, etc.] – possible consanguinity sequels – heritages can’t
be honored, even solid ethnics can’t be structured – there is a return to a Wolfpack
time with an Alpha-male Wolf dominium exterminating or expelling all other male
Wolfs: the Harem – total war! Therefore it is crucial the formation of solid families!

On the contrary the Mankind evolution would be a lot more lengthy! Check the
evolutive path at the illustration bellow:
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By knowing why & how the Capricornus and Cancer Tropics arouses at the Earth Globe it still miss to
reveal that to each Signus corresponds a 2 hours time interval being Pisces addressed not to a born date
one but to those that borns between ±6:00 h a.m. and ±8:00 h a.m. (± variation is Latitude dependent).

And all Signus holding animals with ‘Horns’ depict evolutive graduation one: 12:00 h a.m. Tropic of
Capricornus identifies the next Christ Nativity: the ‘Golden Child’ at Sagittarius. It is also the Egyptian
‘Slavery Escape’ from the Lower Ego: The Cross, this why it is viewed at the South Hemisphere.

Taurus Signus end: ±4:00 h a.m. identifies the incarnated
graduation followed by Aries Signus that represents the Deity
[Patriarch] level while it’s end: ±6:00 h a.m. Aries matches the
Cross ‘descend’ or a ‘Fall’ deep inside Moon Goddess [Vir-
ginal] Wombs. This is the energetic foundation to Christ ‘bur-
ial’ and His corpse disappearance and to all dead Christians
burials as well – also the same concept by dropping stones use
at Hebraic Tombs: to seed a Life return. This is a cyclic energetic
event that repeats ‘ad nauseam’ since early cognitive times.

Therefore with the continuous eclosion of a multitude of Gods
[Patriarchs: Simple Humans: Ascended Masters] ever since a
long time before Sumerians Era one can now comprehend the
misfit ‘Great Prostitute’ concept whereas in spite of being a sin-
gle Moon as she pass through 12 Signus in a year performing 13
different Lunations – an Astronomic fact – events that enable Chris-
tians Sages – Egyptians Sages in reality – the idealization of a sin-
gle Virgin allegory mimetite Isis and in regard of Sufis Sages – Islam
Creators – the 72 Virgins allegory awaits at Heaven their devotees
[12 Signus each covering 30º of the Ecliptic and to each 10º Signus
a decanate is defined that when splited in 5º halves (semi-de-
canate) whereas one represents Night and the other a Day totaliz-
ing 5º x 72 = 360º] to also adopt the VIRGIN concept!

From now on the Osiris God slaughtering metaphor with all His Body flesh and organs fragments spreaded
along the Equator [Ecliptic] with each fragment ‘falling’ at an specific terrestrial hour as this fact happens in-
stantaneously at the same Astronomic hour is a quite understandable result. It is also a companion wisdom
to realize that several Deities [Ethnics] are in due formation course at Earth Crust and to each one a learning
process full of (IR)RESPONSIBILITY TASKS! To each Deity do correspond a Patriarch or Messiah.

It becomes quite clear now the immense Wisdom of all Ancestrals Sages as they appeared at all Latitudes
& Longitudes independently of any direct contact: UNCORRUPTIBLE DIVINE CONSCIENCE ‘inspiration’!
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Ot Manu

One of the Just and Righteous Actions Masters - OTM

P.S. – The bottom pair of images shows Osiris Temple (Solomon) at a side and front view whereas by the
front view His torso is spotted at the "Daddy & Mommy" sexual intercourse of God with Mother Nature
and His Legs [Columns] are visibly out of the ‘door’ and above them can be found (2) Testicles [Pome-
granates]. 7/7

Egyptian Pharaohs ‘crossed-hands’ posture:
Right Hand over Left Hand – empowers the
Twin-headed Eagle Throne due the Crescent
Moon is allocated bellow the DIVINIZED
MIND: The CREATOR MIND!


